
Easy to access
Simply push the Yuasa USB Smart Button and the 
system will automatically open on your device.

Quick lookup 
 Vehicle Registration Number (VRN)
 Vehicle Identification Number (VIN) 
 Make and Model
 Cross Reference
 Battery Specification 

Fitting information
Details including estimated fitting time, battery and 
OBD location, and battery replacement procedures 

not only allow workshops to price accordingly but 
also save valuable time spent on the job.

Full European coverage 
Lookup available for all major European countries. 
System can be displayed in 16 different languages.

Accurate information
Built using smart logic, the system will ask users 
to confirm trim levels or features where multiple 
versions of a specific vehicle may exist. This 
guarantees the correct battery is identified. 

Up to date 
Powered by Yuasa’s European database, the 
system refreshes every night to ensure application 
records and technical information are accurate.

Fitment feedback
Users can report any fitment inaccuracies quickly 
and easily. All feedback will be investigated and 
the system updated within 24 hours if required.

USB Smart Button and Online Battery Lookup

Find the right battery and fitment information quickly.
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Battery replacement is changing

Replacing the battery on a modern vehicle is 
no longer a straightforward fit-and-forget task.

On vehicles with advanced technology such as 
Start-Stop, battery replacement can be complex 
and time consuming. 

It is essential the battery on these vehicles is 
replaced with one of the correct specification. If a 
vehicle is fitted with an AGM Start-Stop battery then 
the replacement must also be AGM Start-Stop. The 
same applies to EFB products.

Most modern vehicles come fitted with a Battery 
Management System (BMS). This must be reset 
through the on-board diagnostics (OBD) port to tell 
the vehicle when the battery has been replaced.

Failure to fit the correct battery or reset the BMS 
can cause issues such as battery failure and 
complete loss of Start-Stop functionality.

On many new vehicles the battery is not fitted 
under the bonnet and locating it can take time. The 
replacement process can also be extremely time 
consuming, with some vehicles requiring up to an 
hour and a half of work.

Yuasa’s USB Smart Button, Online Battery 
Lookup and Yu-Fit Battery Configurator all offer 
a simple solution to save you time and money.
Contact us on 01793 833555 to find out more.

Yu-Fit Battery Configurator

Although relatively new, battery validation will 
rapidly become a mandatory requirement for 
battery replacement.

The use of a Battery Management Systems (BMS) 
is common on many new vehicles. These systems 
monitor the battery throughout its life to maintain 
optimum charge efficiency and operation of the 
Start-Stop system. 

On vehicles fitted with a BMS it is essential to 
reprogramme the unit via the on-board diagnostics 
(OBD) port to validate that a new battery has 
been fitted.

Failure to validate battery replacement will result in: 

 System faults    
 In-car error messages
 Loss of Start-Stop functionality 
 Significantly reduced battery life. 

Why choose Yu-Fit?

With a robust design and simple operation, the 
Yu-Fit offers great value for money and is one of 
the most user friendly diagnostic tools on the 
market.

 Easy to use, with simple walk-through six 
    button operation 

  High build quality to ensure durability

  Minimal time to validate. Typical battery 
       validation is complete in under 60 seconds

     Extensive coverage of the UK and   
             European vehicle parc 

       Regular easy to install updates   
                  available, giving up-to date coverage*

         No batteries required. The unit 
                       operates directly from the vehicle     
                       OBD port’s power

         Full 12 month warranty from   
                      purchase date

        First 12 months battery validation 
                    subscription included with purchase 
                    price.**

     * Requires internet connection and USB data cable.
     ** Annual fee applies after this time.

  Although garages may already own diagnostic  
  equipment, to have such a centrally important 
  tool tied up on a relatively straightforward task is   
  not ideal.

  Validate battery replacement quickly and simply   
  with Yuasa’s Yu-Fit Battery Configurator.

Additional Yu-Fit add on modules

For a small additional cost, the following Yu-Fit 
upgrade modules can be uploaded:

 Service Light Reset (SLR)

 Electronic Park Brake (EPB)

 Diesel Particulate Filter (DPF)

When you update to a new module, you will 
receive a free update to all your other modules, 
as well as:
 
 A 12 month subscription from the point a 
     new module is added

 No loss of existing data if not regularly updated

 All additional modules updated for a single
    annual subscription price.

Simple walk-through operation

Plug into the OBD port and perform a battery 
validation in just a few simple steps. Typically it 
takes under 60 seconds on most vehicles.
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